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Introduction

I

CONCEPTUALIZING THE STUDY

4

Recent cutbacks in funding have affected support for a variety of
educational and human services in many American communities. Local CE
programs, like many other.services, have been reduced in scope or ter-
minated. School boards and governing bodips continue to scrutinize
budgets. A school board member in CaliforniA said:

We have to look carefully to see if a pragram
is cost-leffecksive.

r
We don't mind that so much but

we have to look at cost-,effectiveness in relation-.
ship to what California laws reqUire us to do in
schools.

It is widery agreed that the major mission of public schools is to
provide educational opportunities fdr children and young people. Other
missions including adult education, community education or school-
supp9rted community services have been vulnerable to political, financial
or philosophical conditions. By 1978 approximately 11% of U.S. school
districts operated CE programs. Much of this growth occurred atia time
when there was both funding and an expansionist attitude on the part a
key school administrators, especially sugerintendents. One superinten-
dent in the Northwest commented:

There was a time (mid '.60's to mid '70's)
when we were able to.get money and staff for
all sorts-..of non-school type services. CE'is
a good example. Now we can't even get supplies
for oiir teachers.

The focus of this study is on CE programs which have terminated.
An attempt was made to look at areas where either part of a progam or
an entfre program terminated. Simply put,,a termination means that a'
CE progras stopped functioning. This study ealved after discussions
with Wayne Robbins, a former Mott Foundation program officer. Recent
statistical reports submitted by CE center directors revealed decreases
in the total number of community schools ,kri some parts of the country.

, A concern was raised as to whether or not this developMent was wiaespread
and might continue. A brief research proposal was developed and
reviewed. The Mott Foundation supplied the principal investigator with
1980-81 statistical reports from all the CE development centers in their
nationally funded network.

It was apparent that some discrepancies existed on the reports.
Phone calls to several center staff members helped clarify several of

the discrepancies. For example, in one state where a single termination
was reported in June of 1981, by September, that school district had re-
initiated its CE effort., Moreover, the statistical reports did not
reflect terminations which had occurred before 1980-81.

1
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An original objective of this study was to make it national in

scope. After some preliminary prospecting it was decided instead
to attemp,t to create a profile of a terminated CE program ot a terminated

community school. The profile% hopefualy, would illusttate conditions,
variables or trends which contributed to the actual ternAtation. In'
the hands of practicing CE administrators the profile could be a 'valuable
planning tool which might help'reduce or avoid the growing number of a *-

community school terminations.

Background

The conceptual framework for this study has historical roots
traceable to Flint, Michigan of the mid 1930's. It waS in that setting

that CE began, experimentally with the cooperation of the local public
school system. For more than forty.ftars dRlegations 'from throughout
the United States have visited the Flint CE prograkIttrat they dis-
covered was that like many educational innovations, was exportable.

As, a concept as well as a practice, CE appeared to.offer great potential
for improved community life. According to Decker (1971) the consequences
of adopting CE are assumed to be:

1. CE encourages.mote cooperation and communi-
cation between school and_community agencies
and between school and businesses in the area;

2. The curriculum of the community school Takes
. greater use of the existing community resources.

There are more community resources brought to
the school and more school programs taken'into
the community;

3. CE'provides more diverse opportunities to be
of service to all ages;

4. School facilities are available for use by
.all community groups for all hours of the day,
week and year;

5 The-people in'the community served are
involved in the decision-mking prodess on
the types of programs ind activities offered;

6. The community school is the catalyst in
.bringing about effective citizen participation
and provides the leadership and staff for
developing and coordinating processes for
community involvement and improvement. (p.' 22)

What Decker described a's,the consequences of adopting CE provided a
useful backdrop against which community school terminations were examined.

S.
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j
It was valuable to review a few gpphic models of the .CE Concept i

before constructing the final interview schedule used in this study.
(hie critical assumption wa9 that the investigator would seek terminated
communiity.schoo/s which, while functioning, emphasized evelopment
of a CEPro.gram based on recognizable principles, components and thrusts.

Minzey and LeTarte (1979) developed a diagram (see Fjgure 1)
containing the ingredients of CE. They argued that CE 4e1opmett in
many school systems tends to follow a pattern. Development occurs
rather rbutinely through the first four components because edutators

'* Figpre 1

CE Ingredients

Component VI

Component V

.

Com.ponent IV

Component III

Component II

Component I

Community Involvement

Delivery and Coordination
of Community Services

Activities for Adults

Activities for School Age
CMdren and Youth

Use of Facilities

K-I2

* Adapted from Minzey and LeTarte (1979). (p.42)

are eAsier able to accept the activities within these four components.
Trouble occurs when development moves ahead toward components five and
six as illustrated in Figure 2. Minzey and LeTarte suggest that a
0Ib1ock:: develops as school people are expected to move into areas
"...leipunderstood, less traditional and more threatening...." (p. 43).

* Figure 2

CE Blockages

Cornponcnt VI

,Component V

s

o
7)

.0
Activities for School Age
Children and Ycnith

Use 'of Facilities

K-12-
4.*

Community Involvement

Delivery and Coordination
of Community Services

BLOCK BLOCK

Component IV

Component II I

Component Ii

sComponent I

Activities for Adults

* Adapteg frodMlnzey and LeTarte

3.

(1979)..

If

4'2 )
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Mimzey and LeTarte also noted that Tomponents five and six are

q-more process in thyir orientation which contrasts with,the first four

components whi,ch-focus on program concerns. Finally the two author's

suggested same key assumptions about CE which have helped shed light on

.
the issue of community school terminations. Their four assumptions are:

1. Communities are capable of posi!tive Change;

2. Social problems have solutions;

3. One of the strongest forces for mlakig change
is community power;

4, Community members are desirous,of improving
their communities and are willing to contri-
.,

butp thqr.energies toward such ends (p. 45).

Most community educatorsraccept these assumptions.' Looking again at

the CLOCK in Figure 2, was apparent that educators and school board

members have serious reservations about whether or not the public
schools' should actively address such issues as community change,
community power or community improvement by initiating ventures which

are not of a "school" nature. A former 'S'chool board member stated!

/Tde never had a problem with trying to expand
our services to adults without a diploma. But:.

when the coordinator presented a plan to have
our elementary schools contain offices*for
community organizers we all felt that was not
our understanding df community .education.

Lastly, also from Minzey and LeTa

comMunjity schools are.listed:

, 1.

(1979), sik ohjectives'for

A community school attempts to develop a

number of community programs;

2. A community school attempts to promote
interaction between school and community;

3. A community school attempts to survey
community rqsources and to assist in their

delivery;

4. A community school attempts to bring about
a better relationship between social and
governmental agencies;

A community school attemPts to identify
community problems and ferret out the
needs of the 'community;

4
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6. A. community school attempts tO develop a
process by which the community can become
self-actualized.

Even though many community schools progratns have morp elaborate ii,ets
of objectiyes, these six fundament-al objectives hav4 characterized a

1gFeat number of community schools in different parts,of the countfy,
i&cluding'thos which have terminated and idere examined in the p*sent
study.

Another, conceptual model, by Decker (1978), contained what
author described as six building blocks.

0

* Figure 3

Building Block Conceptual Model of CE
,

Communfty Organization
and Development

Utilizing Community
in K-I2 Programs

Citizen Involvemtv
and Participation

Interagency Coordination,
Cookration, Collaboration

Lifelong Learning and Enrichment Programs

Expanded Use of School Facilities-
Community Schools = Community Centers

* Adapted from Decker (1978).

It is similar to Ehe Minzey and LeTarte Model in Figure 1 in two reSpects.
First, the lower two blocks emphasize programmatic efforts: get sehool
buildings used mare by promoting programs for multi-age groups. Secondly,
thrft.e of the top four blocks emphasize what Minzey and LeTarte referred
to (as process-oriented. The Decker model also provided a useful lens
through which community school terminations could be analyzed. With ,

the exception of the fifth block, "utilizing communitY in K-12 programs",
this model emphasizes efforts easily understood-and supported by CE
professionals but questioned by educational decision-makers. A two-
edged question emerged continuously during the conduct of this inquiry:
Who really decides what the schools in this'conununity must provide; aiid
for whom? One CE coordinator merkiioned: I

5



I used to be a hero around here. I could get

resources for teachers and support rom agency '

heads. Now f'm out of a job because CE was,ex-

pendable. What was my role?

A school board member from the same community recalled:

Several of us went to Flint and returned
excited. Soon our p-rogram was humming.

The gyms were full. People had scads of

new opportunities. Then the Area Advisory
Council (A.A.C.) Wanted the school board
to appoint citizen committees for several
school problems. The board said no and CE

has never been the same around here.

More recently another way of viewing the program and process aspects
of CE was developed by Schwartz et al., (1980).

* Figure 4

CE Dimensions.and Results.

DIUFRSIORS: the CE progyam
dimensions re!

00110MESt thr CE program
ooi-c-USes will be: 2. leachers and administrative

staff attltodea toward
communIty

I. Coordination & xpansion
of existing commonity rrvices 3. Self-help activitica under-

& proxramw taken 61 Che community

2. ProvIelOn of educational 4. School vandalism

aervIcra 4 programs to 411

sub popotitions In the %
5. Partleipntion of citizens

commonity, In school decision-rokjing

3. Pcpsosion of the use of
schools

.RESULTS

IMPAC1S: The CE ProRrs6
W11:14 have no Imoact on:

I. Cowmonity support for

schools

4. Prossialion for the Integration

of and mutoorreloforceeent
between R-12 Itint;ortional

nnd CE programa

5 in In community Involve-
ment in school sod In other
pohlic decielon-making
proc 99999

6. Coordlnetion between
schools non-school

governmental ogiocies
private rencIen & nnaotI at Inn.

6. Participation of cittreon
In non-school decialon-making

7. Drug And alcohol abuse In

community

R. Developmnt of tordeolum
witerhIls

9. %eroding legimIntion
favorable to CE

10. Delinquency of youth

Underatsnding of cnliurel

difference.

12. Senee of tommonity

13. "quality of 'fife"

I. Academic achlovemeot
of students

* Adapted from Schwartz et al. (1980).
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Figure 4 illustrates a three dimensional CE pr-ogram, one with
.

possible'outcomes and impacts: This mgdel was developed for use in
an extensfve evaluation of a very_complex, mature CE program i
Charleston, W. Va. Its value in the present study is in the recog-
nition of the interactive nature of the program and process orienta-
tionst. One dould conclude from Minzey and LeTarte (1979) and.Decker

.

(1978) that CE development occurs in 'stages, phases or blocks and
that very little in xhe way of process occur's in the early, develop-

.

mental period. Like most innovative, planned changes, CE facilitates
a host of interacting change variables. Schwartz et al. discovered
in Kanawha County that each element within each dimension of Figure
4 does interact with all the other elements in the CUBE. They state:
"And it is such interactive behavior which foreshadows the complexity
of.a program." (p.'14)

The last conceptual consideration in this study of community
schdol terminations was a research study by Kelly (1974). Kelly was
able to isolate ten variables which were perceived to contribute to
the development of successful CE programs. These varNbles arel

1. Understanding and support of the community
education concent by the school administra-
tors, including the superintendents;

2. A board of education resolution indicating
unc4rstanding of and commitment to the
community education concept;

3. A significant segment of the community,
incldding the power, structure of the com-
munity and school-system; exposed to the
community education concept;_,

LL Dollar support from.the public school
system's regular school budgef,committed
to the community education program;

5. One or more trained community educators
- employed by the school systemi

4

6. An identifiable structure assuring repre--
sentative participation in-the operation
of.the community education program;

(
7. School faculty support of the conxnunity

education concept;

-
8. School system,encouragément of ooperation

with other agencies including use of school
buildings; .

9. Regular participation in training programs

'10.1



and workshops by tfiose specifically

involved-in the community educetiori
program; arid

10. Establishment of a means of performance
assessment and evaluation.

The interview schedule for this Study was constructed, in part, to
determine whether or no.t there was any relatioriship between Kelly's
variables-and terminate& community sehools. A relationship was

,observedand will be discussed in the Findings section:-

Conclusion

As a toncept, CE has been described as a process by which an
entire community'can be served by providing for all the educational

needs of its residents. This process assembles and utilizes the human,
physical and financial resources of a community in an attempt to most
effectively serve the needs of everyone in that community. An overall

objective of GE is to help develop a.positive sense of community, to
improve community living and to enhance community potentiality.

Throughout most of its most recent growth and evolution (1936-82), .

,GE has been implemented in cooperation lAth a local public system. CE

profeSsionals have directed their energies toward:

Increasing the use of local school
facilities;

2

' 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Provi 'rig programs and services for all .

-,

age g ups;

Getting people involved in the identi-
fication of local needs and planning
ways to meet those needs;

Creating agreements with other local
agencies to coordinate'sefvices;

Encouraging the blending of CE with
the school's K-12 curriculum;

Increasins school-community rtlations;

Improving the quality.of community life.

Much of the CE growth occurred during a time of economic plenty.
OttAde, or vertical relationships, as Wärren (1972) referred to them

began to influence many communities. Funding from foundations

(including Mott) as well as state and federal governments provided
the needed push for many communities to become involved in CE. Local

8
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commitment and support were also vital.

The current times are uncertain ih education and human services.
Hard decisions are being rtide.in cOmminities throughout this nation.-
How deeply these decisions will impact on the quality,of community life
is not known. What can-be observed, however, is that certain efforts
in schools, agencie.s and in government are being Increasingly viewed
as expendable. What is not certain thoup is why an effort such as CE
survives in one location and terminates in another.

This study looked, in-depth, at community schools.which terminated
their CE programs. The inveStigator.sought to uncover some common
pciors which led to these terminations. Such factors were present and
will be discussed in the FINDING-S section.

9
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DESIGN

_

.
The intent of this investigation was to explore factors which

have led to community school terminatiOns. In the initial stages of

the study, the investigator had plipned to survey the directors of CE

.development centers in an attempt to determine their perceptions of

issues regarding community school terminations. This strategy was

abandoned because terminations had not been reported by all the center

directors. Moreover, the questions which guided the study Were really

more appropriate for individuals in communities where terminations

had occurred. It,should be noted.that center directors in several
staEeS were extremely.helpful in identifying communities and school

systems where terminations had taken place.

.
Ceitain logistical impediments Made the selection of target sites

and 'data 'collection difficult, As noted earlier, the accuracy of the

Mott statistical reports had to be verified. Terminations were reported

in fifteen st.ates according to Mott data. However, after follow-up

phone calls with center directors in those states the list was reduced

to ten states. For the purposes Of this study the investigator attempted

to identify community schools which had operated for a period of 3-5

years. Some medium to long term continuity in program developmentlwas

sought. At this stage, federally funded community school programs

were not included in the target populqtion for data collection. That

,decision was later revised based on the recommendations of two center

directors and an individual who had conducted evaluations for three '

federally funded CE 'projects. The decision to include two of the

three as terminated target sites was fortunate. Not only did data from

.
-the federally terminated projects confirm several locally supported

projects but, the non-terminated federal project provided several key

insights into why some communit schools survive.

Target Population

After two months of st'atistical report verification, phone calls

to center directors and local contact people, and fact-finding trips

in one state where terminations had recently occurred, ten school systems

in five states were selected to participate in this study. One of the

major problems was locating individuals where terminations had occurred

who had been involved in past CE efforts. Without a local contact

person who could make referrals and assist with schedules, it was not
possible for the investigator to collect dapa easily.

'
.The ten school systems selected share one thing in common:, they

had supported community school programs for no less than three years:

One had terminated a program after ten years of solid local funding.

Urban, suburban.and rural communities were all represented, although '

. that was not an'objective in site selection. At one time in their

development the tan systems bad thirty-nine (39) functioning community

10
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Schools.- Some of these community schools operated part time; some
were administered by a cE coordinator who also managed other community
school facilities as well,. Neverthel s, the objectives of all these
terminated community school programs w re consistent with those mentioned
by Minzey, Decker and other writers.

Procedures

Most of the data collection process was designed to result in. a
profile of a terminated commuy.ty school or community school district.
The intent was to be able to use profiles from terminated'sites as a
planning tool for community educators whose programs were still functioning.

Researcher's everywhere have to guard against the generalizability
of their findings. Because this investigetion took place in five states
(Virginia, Arizona, New Mexico,California, and Oregon) and because data
'were 'collected in only ten school districts, generalizing to all termi-
nated community schools would be risky. But because several similarities
have occurred in these ten locations with regard to termination experiences,
the resulting profile can terve other researchers who might like to under-
take extensions of the study in areas not yet investigated.

Two major techniclUes were empfbyed in this study. Structured as
well as unstructured interviews were conducted with 118 individuals
(see Table l) in ten school systems. Superintendents, CE coordinators,
school board members, advisory council members, principals, central
office administrators, teachers, and CE instructors all responded
to a formal inteiew schedule either in person or by telephone.
Many of these respOndents referred the investigator to other local
contact people. Ln some instances, follow-up contact was made; however,
it was.not possibl*eto see or talk with every referral. Ten individuals

Table 1

Interviews by Role Group

R le Group Number

Superintendents 6

Central Office Staff ,18

CE Coordinators 14'
Principals 12

Teachers ' 4 19
School Board Members 12
Advisory Council Members 18
CE Instructors 9

Miscellaneous Power
'Structure Individuals 10

118 (Total)

1 7
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who have been described as, power structure types were interviewed in

six different comthunieies. These individuals included: mayors, county

administrators, city council mefilbes and judges.

Document analysis was also used,as. a research strategy. An

attempt was made, to-"get i.feel" for the program before it-had been

terminated.- Uld brochures, catalogues and flyers, where available,

were examined and compared wi.th individual respondents' descriptions

of-program activities:

Some might call.this a combination of survey research.aAd a

mini-ethnography. Th.e investigator conducted all the interviews,

personally. On-site viaitatiOns were made to several ofthe school

systems. Certaininly, the biases of the investigator have to be noted

as a limitatidn.: The other major limipstion is 1.1,at data were not

4 collected,in all states which reported terminations. For example,

Michigan is a state with a long and rich experience in community

school developMent. A replication of this study in Michigan would be

valuable in confirming-the prOfile:
,

Interview Schedule

P
Kelly's (1974) ten'variables mentioned earlier helped shape the

interview gchedule btlow:

1. Were uilding staffs knowledgeable about '

and upportivt of CE?'

2. Havg elected or appointed officials had
xposure to the CE concept?

3., Were the superintendent and other central
.office administrators understanding and .

supporti\ie of CE?

.4. Did ,dE have any important phiPgophical
impact on locA adMinistrators or policy-
makers?

J

5. Was there a board of education res lution
illustrating understanding of and sipport

for the CE concept?

6. What wcre the dominant sources of finan-
cial support?

7. How many trained community educators
were employed in the community school
program?

18
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4
8. Were CE coordinators able to participate

In staff development opportunities?

Did^the CE staff provide competent
leadership?

10. Did CE help foster any unique community
involvement processes?

11. Was the school system supportive of the
school working with other local agencies?

12. Was there anon-going program evaluation
process?

13. What were the perceived strengths of the
CE-program? '

14. What were the perceived weaknesses of
the CE kogram?

15. Wh t populations.of the community were
s rved by the communit school?

16. tat were the major CE program dimensions?,

17. . What additional support services might
have helped avoid the termination of the
community school program?

.

18. Are there any current plans which focus
on re-establishing a cOmmunity school,
programI

Responses to several of'these questions led to further probeS by the
investigator. Asking for clarification or aMplification of a response
helped gather additional contextual ing,ights. Many".respondents were
very Candid both on and off the record. In several instances anonymity
was requested by a respahdent. A decision was made early on,not to refer
to any respondents by name.or coMmunity but rather by role. This
reporting out of responses by role proved not only wise but valuable
in the construction of the profile.

13 1
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DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

Having a small mountain of interview data can be both exciting
and alarming to any researcher. On the one hand, there are real
responses, gathered from live suhjects. On the other hand, bringing

order to the data can be a chore.

In this sectioc, a discussion of the findings by individual
research question will be presented. Patterns in the responses did
emerge cltarly and early in the interviewing process. This section
contains a narrative which ties the discussion together as well as
numerous quoted' interview responses. As noted earlier anonymity was,a

4 concern. So, respondents were protected by referring to them according
to their particular role. For example, a principal indicated, ". . .

or one former school board member stated, . . ." This section contains
a discussion of sixteen interview questions listed in the DESIGN section.
Questions 17 and 18 are fo\ind in the CONCLUSIONS section. The profile

of a terminated community school appears on page 37.

An attempt has been lade to relate the interview responses to
Xelly's (1974) ten variables as well as to the major components, thrusts,
and objectives of CE.

1. WERE BUILDING STAFFS KNOWLEDGEABLE:ABOUT AND SUPPORTIVE OF CE?

This question generated mixed responses. It appeared that the

recency of the termination*affected Several of.the responses of community

school staff members, especially teachers. In instances where,the termi-
natiobs yad pccurted in the past three years, there was a consensus among
classroom teNmIller respondents:

It was hard for me to be supportive of CE
when several of my colleagues were getting pink
slips.

I guess adult edutation and recreation-
programs were necessary services in this
community. But the money for a CE coordi-

'nator could have been put toward some part-
time aides which we really needed here.

The CE coordi,nator in this building was
very dynamic. She has helped teachers, parents
and,kids in many ways. But she really did not
serve in an instructional capacity. That

seems to' be the,bottom line.

Our coOrdinator had pretty low visibility
around here. He came late in the afternoon and'
never really saw teachers. How could we'have
.considered him a vital staff member?
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The faculty in this middle school kne*
'what'the coordinator did because she made
it a regular point to be on the faculty
meeting agenda. She also saw us during the
day which encouraged communication.

I think all,CE coordinators should be
certified school teachers. They need to
understand what we do in our classrooms
not just what they dollOompisht. A

Thdre tendedto be a different set of responses from building
level school administrators. Trom principals:

,My'coordi tltar made me look good because
of his willi ness to make communtty contacts.

I've never trusted anyone in this building
at night 70nd probably never will. I was glad
to see CE fold.

School buildings should be used more. That
way:people could find out mote about what do do.

CE coordinators were wrong not to become
.oloser to faculty members. This separation
-made them less than a fult-fledged staff member.

CE need*d_to be seen as a Serviceyith
direct payoffs to,this elementary school and
not just to adults'taking classes here.

Responses from coordinators included:

The CE program started- here five years a"go.
In my last year there were only 11 of 29 teachers
left who attended a workshop done by the previous
coordinator. People forget.

'I found that with teachers and advisory ,

council members some activity was needed every
year to get them to really sUpport and under,-
stand what I did.

Several school faculty said th0 don't
understand CE. I tried brochures, films and
talks. They refused to attend any iyorkshOps.
Some were even offered travel money from a CE .

center:

Some people are too curriculum-centered.
They don't even relate to life-long learning.

15



At the building level there tended to ,be a low to medium level

of awareness of CE, what it is and who it serves. Moreover, especially

recently there was amobservable lack of support for4having a CE program

during these tough-for-education times.

In many situations CE coordinators were valued as 'personal friends

or as competent professionals. The frequently misunderstood issue
focused on what 000rdinators did and why there wasminimal contact-with
the instructiOnal staff.

2. HAVE ELECTED OR APPOINTED OFFICIAL& HAD EXPOSURE TO THE CE CONCEPt?

Presentations to school boards, governing bOdies and decision-making
entities have long been the trademark of CE development centers. Indeed, `

many CE programs began their' development as a result'of such presentations

by a center-staff member.

One curious phenomenon was observed in interviews with key decision-

makers in several communities. By the time termination of a community
achool 'program had occurred, many individuals head not been exposed to a

formal CE presentation. Nor had they attended a workshop or conference.

Present or former school,board members stated:

A friend who had served on this boai-d told
me about a CE film. In four years nobody offered
to show it to me. 0

We used to have a CE study team. There
were trips to a neighboring school district.
A lot of spirit developed. Much of that momen-

tum disappeared.
sve,

Unfortunately, I got elected to the board
the year CE was wiped out.J lelt I was voting

--to eliminate a good thing but there was no
organized effort to explain to the board what
it had accomplished. Furthermore, .nobody

provided me with background data like they did
with other programs such as special education.

As an old board member we have accomplished
a lot since the days of the Flint visit. But

nobody knows about it.

t

The may'or of a small town summarized the frustrations of many
policy-makers:

You would never believe the pressure from
every group with a cause. I get calls day
and night. CE was cut in this town because,
itbecame a cause. To survive you have to
belong to an institution that belongs. Put
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simply: the schools never..aCcepted CE as
being a legitimAe part.of-their operation.

A county supervisor was,very blunt:

I know what CE did. But we don't need
PeoPle have to dcrsome things for

themselves.
A

3. WERE THE SUPERINTENDEk AND'OTHER CENTRAFFICE ADMINISTRATORS
UNDERSTANDING AND SUPPORTIVE OF.CE?',

Awareqess and understanding orthe CE concept by school staffs,
board members and central office administrators 4pears to be crucial.
One factor affecting awpenessis turnover: In most of the terminated
sites there had been rnover in\.CE staffs, teachers, principaA,.central
office and school boa members. In discussing nine phases of CE develop-
ment, Kaplan.(1977) emphasized the necess4y for CE coordinator to provide
continuing awareness experiences for educators and community/mem ers. A
former superintendent put it this way:

Principals are key to getting suppdrt'for
CE. Around here they dragged their feet and
we never pushed them. I guess we weren't all
that supportive either. We just wanted the
community off our backs.

Some comments from central office administrators were illuminating:

I really don't think we Were as committed
to CE as'we are to vocational edu ation. VOC-ED
has a mission which me all unders d. CE was
fuzzy for many of us.

There doesn't seem to have been consistency
in what pur coordinators did from building to
building. .A lot of teachers resented the
coordinator's freedom. What really buried CE
here was that there was no relationship--I
mean none--between what they were doing in CE
and. what teachers do with kids, instructionally.

CE toordinatotr responses to this second question revealed a dual
confusiori which surrounds,dwareneSs Ind support.

The superintendent includes his buddies
on everything important. He.never really
tells us how CE can fit into school district
goals.

Central office,didn't do anything for'us
in foue years. They Were waiting for us to
give up ana leave.
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How can CE really serve this district?
ky'staff and our council have raised this
question every year. Nobody up there ever

helped us.

Downtikn never found a spot for us on

the organiiational chart.

. DID CE HAVE ANY IMPORTANT-PHILOSOPHICAL IMPACT ON LOCAL ADMINISTRATORS

OR POLICY-MAKERS?

1\ Responses to this quest'ion will do little to warm the hearts of

theoriticians, abstra4 thinkers or'wTiters. CE is beli4ved by many

to be an applied craft. "Results speak louder th'an philosophies," said

dne disenchanted CE coordinator, She elaborated:

I liaN44e guys at the CE center, They'

are intelligent. But down here in the trenches

we needed results. No school board member in

this city wanted to hear the old improved
quality of life tcip. They related to how we.

actually improve it.
, .

There were several noteworthy re0Onses to this question.

People who make the decisions in this county
are too dumb to understand anything philosophical

or conceptual. Facts ate what mOtivate them.
4

It makes sense for CE coordinaeorg to look
at their accomplishments in relationship to the

CE concept. That way.you get a handle on'

which chunks of the philosophy are,concrete
enough to be useful.

,My board will not waste meeting time
thrashing over something as abstract as some

of the CE stuff I get. from the university.

My only hope was to convince them CE was

necessary. And it was!

CE as a philosophy was not; however, wittiolut its converts. In the

case of some respondents, especially school boatd members, community

educators had won some allies.
.

CE has changed some of my beliefs regarding
the school's missiom I wish we could have

kept,t e program.

I n ver realized, that I myself was involved

constantly in a life long quest for new infor-

mation. Why sho,ulet- we be able to push this as

a board?

18.
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It took the loss of school-age kids to
get me in tune with CE possibilit

5. WAS THERE A BO.ARD OF EDUCATION RESOLUTION ILMSTRATING UNDERSTANDING
OF AND SUPPORT FOR CE?

In four school systems such a resolution was located. Several
respolidents could recall the days when the resolutions were adopted
by the sChool board. Probing, further, it was discovered that a CE
resolution typically became part of a manual or collection of manage-
ment practices shelved somewhere at central office.

.

- . CE resolutions represent the commitment of a board and a super-

k

intendent. The problem observed frequen ly in this study was that a
reaffirmation of Previous apmmitments wi h regard to CE did not eake
place. The situation was exacerbated lurther by turnover of key actors
at every level. A consistency in school boardmember and superintendent
responses came through.

What the previous board did was a reflection
of their needs and the time they served... Today
we face'a different set of concerns. We did, '
ty4, at the time CE was terminated.

N.,

You can a -.1:1-dpt resolutions 'and you can rescind
) them. CE or anything can be here today and gone

tomorrOw.

CE coordinators whose positions had been abolished shared their
perceptions on resolutions.

t

The'resolution seeMed like something out of
ancient history. It had beep six years. My
error.was in not reinforcing its spirit with
newly elected officials.

e were really organized in those days..
Th was a real celebration when the board
adopted the resolution.

A,resolution is one thing. Real commitment
needs to be nurtured and rewarded.

From a developmental and management aspect the adoption of a CB
resolution is a sensible strategy. It appears, though, that unless
a concerted effort is mounted to sustain commitment, momemtum slows
down. Because actOrs dhange and new personnel come and go, the
continuing education process is essential. Reaffirmation of.previous
commitments is a ptoductive administrative objective.

19
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6. WHAT WERE THE DOMINANT SOURCES OF FINANCIAL SUPPORT?

In the ten scho-ol systems which had experienced terminations there

, was a mosaic of.funding patterns. Figure 5 illustrates this4444ge

Figure 5

Funding Patterns in Terminated
Comiunity School, Districts

All Local Mostly local HalfloCal Mostly outside All

Some Outside Half Outside Some local Outside

r

,
The programs which functionecE.the.longest, in all instancest were

entirely locally supported. ThOseprograms which relied on entirely

outside support terminated the quickest. In one instance, a CE program

was supported completely by federal funds (Model Cities) for five years

-Nbtt seed money was also providea to'that community. According to the

director of that program:

We failed becausaof-'ehe old top down

model. Now, with the'eXception of aSpecial
federal CE grant, all our money is local.
We have much more commiement.

Ayailable financial.gUpportIor CE,was a recurring factor in several

terminations. It was not a factorin all 4eMinations, however. In fact,

in two school systems Rtiptitization processes were'utilized to determine

how local educational bU4e,p4 would be cut. CE survived two additional

years because supporters were successful in influencing the budget

prioritizing process. Accordip-gzto,%one former coordinator:

4

We finally got it together politically.
In'the end it was the gifted lobby that did
us in.

With regard to CE longevjty, 1it appears that the sooner local support

can be generated, the greater the:'likelihood of survival. Several respon-

dents agreed: t

If this board putS-butks in a project, the

community cares.

When support is external, the desired,
level of commitmAt tsially new*r develops.
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If the people's local tax money goes into_
support for CE, we feel obligated to produce
results. If we can't, then the program should
go. ,

7. HOWitiANY TRAINED-COMMUNITY EDUCATORS WERE EMPLOYED IN THE COMMUNITY
SCHOOL PROGRAM?

Another range was observable regarding th presence of trained
community eipcators. In same programs there wa a full or part time
CE coordinator at each building. Some of these 400rdinators had extensive
training while others received training after th y were hired. In two

1____Rrograms there was one-full time, central office housed coordinator.
These coordinators administered programs in sev ral buildings and relied
on building supervisors. Another program func ioned with a part-time
central office adminigtrator for CE who supe ised four full-time
building coordinators.

(
,

While the staffing patter s were diverse, so were the qualifications
and the preparation programs for the CE professionals. The quality of
leadership proved to be, in at least two instances, the downfall of both
an individual and an entire CE program. A superintendent commented:

,a

The coordinator had no understanding of
public school educatan. His college training
was in agriculture. He had no credibility.
Also, he refused to attend workshops to up-
grade his knowledge or skills- He had to go.
The woman who replaced him.stayed four years
and was a real asset.

One former advisory council member commented on the need for competent,
well-trained coordinators.

The person given CE responsibilities was
not adeuqately trained. Huge problems with .

budget management were uncovered mid-year.
'things get so ugly that the whole program
caved in. There are still scars left.

CE coordinators had degrees in elementary education,agriccilture, psychology,
school administration, music,.English, and in a host of other disciplines.
Only two coordinators interviewed in this*study were without a college'
'degree. Clearly, some type of recognizable credential was prized by
admifiistrators who supervised CE coordinators. A-superintendent said:

I can't suggest to the board that we hire
a non-college trained individual. They will
never buy it.

An elementary principal was irery specific*in her expectations.

SwA
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Three coordinators have been in this

school. The last one had a degree in elemen-

tary education and had taught in the bounty.

I really believe that:she was able to get
teacher support because she knew what to do

and say to them.

8. WERE CE COORDINATORS ABLE TO PARTICIPATE IN STAFF

DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES?

Staff development, in-service and renewal opportunities are vital

for human service professionals. CE coordinators function ugder'a

variety of administrative, per'sonal and professional pressures. Question.8

was an attempt to.determine the eXtent to which opportunities for staff

development were pursued. The responses produced a refreshing pattern.

Center office administrators stated:

Thii school district has a master plan

for personnel development. The director of

CE was expected to identify opportunities
for his entife staff. He had a budget to

support it,

Two of our board members have attended
national or state conferences,along With a

'CE coordinator. I wish more teachere would

do the same.

CE coordinators from this district had

become very active in state'activiiies.
They went to conferences and people came to

visit this CE program.

Several former coordinators shared their feelings about training

experiences.

The regional cente4 put on a lot of

workshops. In the beginning they were

Very helpiul. But after a couple years,

it all sounded the same.

Most of us pelt the best thing about

et'onference was the chance to get together.

I quit going to CE workshops. Instead

attended teacher and principal functions.

It brought me muCh closer to people in my

building.

Identity was always a problem for me.

There were only two of us in the district.
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So many teachers really did not understand
us. By the time the program ended I was
very discOuraged. The CE center was of
'absolutely no help.

I really copsidered CE to be my profession.
I was active in the state with other CE coordi-
nators. Our state center had a great staff
and planned right with us:

9. DID THE CE STAFF PROVIDE COMPETENT LEADERSHIP?

Respondents across all role groups interviewed responded in,a -

resoundingly positive way. In only two school systems were there
recollections,of an incomptent former CE coordinator.

One -(3mewhat puzzling theme emerged while probing the question
of leadership. A number qf respondents-felt unclear about the coarai-
nator's role. The.following comments illustrate this point.

I know Jim spent a lot of time in the
community. Somehow that related to his job
description.

The coordinator seemed to have a lot of
freedom in his schedule. That did upset
some teachers. However, some of the teachers
really wanted his job.

Even though there was some ambiguity regarding the coordinator's
role, praise came from many,corridors. Principals' responses included:

School-community relations improved here
1000%. There was no way I personally could
generate that sort of involvement without
relinquishing my instructional supervision
duties, completely. For me it was good to
discover that this sch000l building.was able
to be used safely and wisely--without my
being here.

This high school had three different
coordinators over an eight year period. The
faculty in several departments finally saw
ways that-the coordinator could help thet opt.
There were fund-raisers, student volunteer
projecrs and many worthwhile activities.
That's all gone now. Nobody yin do it.
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I felt like our last coordinator was a
competent professional who ran her program

very well. She received very little support
frmn our teachers because she didn't seek it

out. /

,School board members noted:

Ihere was something exating about the

CE staff in this city. They were turned

on to people and ideas. They weremuch
different than teachers and administrators.

Two of our former toordinators were
well-known in this state apd nationally.
They were asked to serve as presentors at

many workshops.

Coordinators were asked to respond to this question, partially as a

self-assegsment exercise but mainly as a way of looking at past coordinators

and Colleagues.

I s.upervised six people who literally
killed themselves lor fiVe years. This

community shafted ,us.

I replaced someone .who was forced to,

resign because of serious incompetence.
It took us more than two years to rebuild

our image. We never really did it.

Our/staff wag very close ind sort of'
supervised each other while reporting to .an

assistant superintendent. Peopla in the

system liked us but didn't really care about

CE.

I always felt canptetent, together as a
professional., School people seemed to have'

a different way of looking at who is competent.

Competent leadership was only an issue in the disMissal of one CE

coordinator. Nevertheless, there-was a lot of discussion about critical

aspects of competent leadership. One focused on the leader's ability to

look at the future, particularly with respect to perpetulating.an organi-

zation. Most respondents tended to focus on what they thought coordinators

had done administratively, personally or professionally. 'There was no

groundswell of blame place,on CE coordinators' leadership as the ,cause

of community school terminationi.. Yet two coordinators reflected in this

fashion:

Your success as a leader is related to
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what you are,supposed to do. My job
description was unbelievable. But it
never Contained requirements abdut keeping
CE alive.

To survive in any organization the
top leadership has to build a political
support stTucture. Troops have to be
marched out when needed. I really .

had no idea how to pull that-off. If CE
had survived one more year .because of
political action, I would have been a
hetter leader. And yet'everyone thought
I.was such a.good administrator.

10. DID CE HELP FOSTER ANY UNIQUE COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
PROCESSES?

s,

People involved in educational decision-making processes is
fundamental.to the CE conept. Yet this entire arena of community .

involvement continues to torture most educators--including many coordi-
nators interviewed in the preaent study.

Our director eaid,we needed a council at
each building even though at two buildings
people just wouldn't serve.

Councils were a joke in that all serious
decisions in this community were made by the
board. 4

The best kind of involvement for people
on 4E councils was to let them help plan
only the CE program--no more.

Superintendents noted;

There was no way any Advisory council
is going to mirror a school board in terms
of responsibility.

Our board finally reached a compromise.
They asked the CE council to coordinate
most major citizen task force initiatives.

Community people should be involved
in decisions that affect them. The problem
is to determine how best to get people to
provide input without disillusioning them
about their role or e power they have.
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Three significant observations were made after reviewing responses

to this.,question. First the "uniqueness" was described as having occurred

early on in the CE program's development.

At ftrst'there was a lot,of excitement.

the CE board met regularly and had excellent

attendance. Later it lost that early luster.

We have a school board member now who

started out as a CE task force membei. What

a.great training ground for such service!

People believed they coula make some

changes if they got involved. So, some of

them did and were successful..- NoW they
are looking for the next new ball game in

town.

These comments are characteristic of those made by respondents who had

been involved with councils at both the building and community levels.

People were excited in the initial stages of council work but later

dropped out tO pursue other interests.

I get asked to serve on every committee

in town. ,The best ones for me are the ones

that get bn with a task and kind of self-

destruct. The ones that want to be forever

can drag on.

The second observation addresses the issue of appropriateness with

regard.to council roles. There was a general level of agreenent about

the heed for community involvement. Confusion did set.in regarding

what is all right for councils to focus attention on. School people
_
did not seem to relate to the community development component of CE. ,

A principal said:
..

.

I think.51.1ality of life is important.

,But ouf CE program was in business to

deliver 'services to people. To that

extent the council was to,help identify

needed services.. We have a city council

that should worry about quality of life.

This pr4mcipal's statement summarized the fundamental attitudes of most

administrators and board members. A board member was more blunt:

. Let the CE council worry about finding

people to, go to classes.

Coordif1ator d Were mixed'on the effectiveness and role Of councils.

Those who h d been .successful*with councils saw more far-reaching potential.
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Our council not only planned a program every
year but it helped this community address isSues
which the power structure ran"from7Tregularly.

,../We scored big with the teachers because we.
revived a parentk group through the council
which was designed to do something else entirely.

All the time spent on getting people to
meetings could have been spent more wisely on
progrmOdevelopment.

I.could never get the council to work in this
area. So it was like biting the bullet. The
program never suffered as far as I know.

Lastly, even though CE provided opportunities to involve Cit'.-7-s-'izet ,

in a variety of ways, respondents indicated overwhelmingly that this
involvement was not especially "unique."

What's the big deal about aavisory councils?
They've been around forever.

I'm glad councils were a part of the CE
effort. But was it unique? Not really.
The uniqueness would have been observed had
the councils managed to keep CE alive.

11. WAS THE SCHOOL SYSTEM SUPPORT1VE.OF THE
COMMUNITY SCHOOL WORKING WITH OTHER LOCAL AGENCIES?

Agencies working together to avoid the duplication of services or
to share facilities is a major CE goal. It was significant to note that
in terminated conmunity schools the presence or absence of agreements on
interagency relationships was not a critical factor. In fact,there was
,a beliefthat a lot of the cooperative planning between schools and other
agencies was there before CE and has survived since the terminations.
Central office administrators commented:

Many groups have used our facilities over
the years. That will continue.

Local reductions in funding have forced us
to work more closely with several agencies.
Hopefully, we will-all benefit.

The CE coordinators had some valuable insights;

Scflools don't seem to actively initiate
any linkages unless thOre is a disaster.
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Some,agencies are now renting school spice.

This may bring about better working relation-

ships. But the staffs tend to avoid one

another.

Human service organizations havg fought to develop an individual

identity. They alsQ,'Seek a clientele to serve. Entering into inter-

dependent relationships with each other or with schools can be a risky
4

venture. Kaplan and Warden,.(1978) mTote:'

Collaboration between public-schools and

other agencies commonly has, resulted from out-i

side pressure appliedby the public and special

interest groups. . . . A relationship between

local public schools and other agencies and

organizations still tends to be fragmentary'at

best and often takes place in a,hostile environ-

ment when a crisis has occurred. (p. 210)

.- 12. WAS THERE AN ON-GOING PROGRAM

EVALUATION PROCESS?

N

All ten terminated community school programs reported having had

some sort of evaluation process. .Some of the processes were simple

annual progress reports while others were cotplex and involved a mixture

, of data collection strategies. The inveptigator probed.further in an,

attempt to trace the path of the evaluation,data. Responses-included:

We had to sUbmit semi-annual reports to

central office. I doubt that anyone read them.

Our annual-evaluation was summarized into

a four page document and was sent-to all council

members, board members, administrators and

teachers. We were proud and felt accountable.

The evaluation of our program by The CE center

gave us insights into some severe weaknesses.

It made us confront those Weaknesses.

If I read every evaluation report that

crossed my desk nothing else would pt dane.

If.we blew it anywhei-e it was with our clients.

People came for prograts but had no real idea

of_ what all the program did. How did it really

affect the community?

The last comment speaks to a factor which has influenced community

school terminations: the absence of;impact data or infOrmation which

carefully documents the successes, contributions and payoffs of CE,
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particularly to the public school which has supported a community school /

program. In a recent study of present CE data collection efforts, Kaplan
and Warden (1981) found that the gathering of impact data was last on a
list of presently collected data by category. Yet the need for such data
was underscored by several respondents in the present study:

What it came down to for us was how could
we puove we deserved to exist.' There was a
pile of building use data but no real evidence
that, CE had affected much.

Two years ago the first terminations occurred.
This building stayed for two years mOre because
-the council put together a powerful media package
about the CE program.

Community schools are like small businesses.
The successful ones can document their contri-
butions and impact. Even in tough times that -

evidencecan be persuasive.

13. WHAT WERE THE PERCEIVED STRENGTHS
OF THE CE PROGRAM? .

,This very straight-forWard question was asked of 118 individuals.
What follows is a sample of the range of responses:

The involvement of the Spanish speaking
people in our community.

A well-rounded krogram for adults and
children.

Wide-spread interest within the community
regarding the CE program.

Participation by people in activities.

I cankp,think of one CE strength.

';'!§ome peOple grew from the CE experiences
tO try new roles oilt.

'A lot of disadvantaged people completed'
their-GED program.-

We did make services available which did
not exist before.

It brought this sch000l a lot closet to
the people in the area.
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School facilities were available for use

by so many people. We used to drive about 15 LT)

miles for classes in another town.

Many more parents worked at this sc'hool

as volunteers. 1

CE became a watch-dog for other agencies. 1110

Many women learned leadership skillt.

The advisory council Actually caused the
creation of a new day care agency.

Direct services were available on a regular
basis for people who were-Interested in partici-
pating. .

The amount of actual involvement of people

was staggering. Even the board was impressed.

'Public relations improved because a lot of

folks felt there was more access to schools.

The enrichment\activities for children have

made the kids more Aware, culturally.

14. WHAT WERE THE PERCEIVED WEAKNESSES
OF THE CE PROGRAM?

From a .terminations perspective the responses related to CE weaknesses

were more helpful in constructing the profile of a termififted community

school. A sample of the responsed are listed below:

CE people are not very well-organized.

The schools never took ownership of CE.

There was no real credibility.

' Better advisory councils would have

helped save CE.

CE was badly understaffed to do ah
effective job. r

'Community Oucators have to do a more
convincing job of educating school people.- '

When things first started here they were

'mandated. After that failed, CE develolied in

, schools hy request. The staff and ihe community

both wanted it.
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CE needs constant public recognition and
strpkes.

The school faculty actually sabotaged CE.
They were uncooperative, poorly informed and
threatened. .They could have become allies.

What the community school did was not in
synch with the elementary' program.

Part-time, teaching coordinators were a
disaster here. You can't wear-two hats very
easily.

CE had.a constituency but no.power base.

CE could not generate endugh additional
funds to supplement what the school system
provided.

CE got stale after awhile, To survive
and grow you need creativity, energy and
enthutiasm. Risk-taking is necessary.

,If principals had been better supporters of
CE, the prOgram would have-survived longer.

'I never saw evidence of top level support
for CE. So, I,ignored

CE was controversial from day one, Using
schools for non-school activities was never
accepted.

There was an absence of information about
our effectiveness.

CE competed with several other agencies who
were doing very'similar activities.

ry

15. WHAT POPULATIONS OF THE COMMUNITY
WERE SERVED By THE COMMUNITY SCHOOL?

This question was included to assess who was being served
by the community school program. In all ten.terminated'systems adults
were the largest and most frequently sgrved clientele. Women far'
exceeded men da program participants in most community schools. Senior
citizens wereaserved in several coMmunity schools but often in cooperation
with other agencies, such as an area agency on aging. A coordinator
wondered:

.1

Why try to create a program for 10% of
the population.when,three other agencies are

*0, '
already doing something?
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311 What intrigued the investigator was the level to which CE programs

were attracting the children who attended the community school. Were

there ways in which the CEproiram was tied into what the instructional

staff was doing? Could CE provide experiences for children which were

not possible because of a child's school day schedule? Was the absence

or presence of such working relationships a factor in the termination

of a community school? .

It vas discovered that, particularly at the elementary level,

organized after school or weekend enridmnent programs for children

were conducted in five of the terminated school systems. Two other

systems reported that programming for children was at the discretion of

CE coordinator. Several teacilers commented favorable on CE sponsored

, enrichmeht activities:

The New Games program has helped many
of the kids who don't like competitive.sports.

Our CE,coordinator helped us organize and

manage a good volunteer program.

The 4-H activities that were started were

yery rewarding for thee children.

I was asked to teach kids after school

once a week. At first I was reluctuant but

grew to like it because;the children volunteered

to attend and we did crafts. Their social

development was fascinating to observe.

,There were some teachers and principals who were lesa" than enthusiastic

about coordinator attempts to collaborate with teaching staffs.

Two things affected our working relation-

ship. First, the coordinator was not good

at details and follow-through. Secondly,.she

didn't use her flexible schedule to the best

advantage.

Children need time away from organized

activities. Sometimes you get the feeling

that all CE wants.is bodies:

One of the most eroublesome issues raised by CE coordinators in

this study and at numerous training sessions has been the relaXionship

of the CE program to the K-12 School effort in general. Several wri,ters

including-Decker (1975) have stiessed,. the need for integrating". . . .

community education into the subject matter curriculum of K-12. . . ."

Coordinators interviewed in this study expressed widespread frpstration

with their attempts to bring about this integration.
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Teachers felt they had a lesson pAn that
guided them every step of the way. Anything
that took them away from the plan was met with
resistance.

My success was-in finding and training
community volunteets who devoted.hundreds of
person hours to the school. I received an award
for my efforts. 't when we tried to take more
kids from the classro m.to the community, teachers
felt it was time not ell spent.

This issue of K-12 integration has lit-faced in,the termination profile
as a major factor in community school terminations. School admin,istra-
tors, teachers and board members made decisions to terminate community
school programs, in part, because CE was not perceived to be part of a
sanctioned educational delivery structure. Moste'of these individuals
agreed that indeed services were being provided. For them, though, the
bottom line was delivery of educational servies to school-agetl children
as required by state statutes and reinforced by local school board
policies. Decker (1975) accurately addressed the difficulty of CE
dchieveing more integration with the K-12 program.

Efforts to create'and provide action-
learning programs in the community setting,
as well as to bring more community people
with special skills, talents, experiences
into the formal classroom as resource
specialists or supporters to professional
teachers, have often met with,opposition.
or indifference. (p. 14)

The investigator was able to spend time in one'school system which
11,1 received a federal dE,grant to supplement an already existing
community school prograM. A decision was made by the superintendent and
the board to expand CE efforts at a time when federal funds were no
longer available and when surrounding communities had made decisions
to terminate their CEpragrams. The success of this California community
school program offers insights into better CE integration with K-12, and:,-1,

ways in which terminations can be postponed or avoided.

CE in this community began with efforts of a part-time volunteer
coordinator at an elementary, School. Three federal CE grants provided
opportunities to ekpand. California legislators had passed a schOol
improvement bill vhich made it possible for principals to develop an
,impravement plan for the buildings.

This particular school was operating .on a year-round plan whicb
meant that children had three week periods when they did not attend school.
The CE' coordinator, by wotking'directly with the 'principal, became
responsible for coordinating the follawing efforts:

ttfix
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1. a self-supportin reak-time" recteation

for children;,

2. a latch key program for children who

,..,attended the schäOl;

3. a summer teen-ate training program for

area youth; k'
L

4. four specific t spf pre*--school projects;

family counselkmg fbr both children and

adults;

6. outreach programsfor'senior citizens;

7. ,adult education,activities.

According to the coordinatol=,:pe very survival of the program was

because the community schookiblended smoothly into the elementary sphool.

.Furthermore, the main thrats of the 'community school program made it

possible to achieve the objectives of the school improvement plan

developed by the principal, Staff and parents. This creative community

school coordinator offered the following tips for community educators

who want to survive; .

1. Become pOliticallyeffective by building

'sppportive conatituencies;

2. Don't start anything which can't become

self-supporting;

Don't spend all your time supervising

buildings. Custodians can let people in

and out of buildings:

4. Develop positive and on-going relationships
with the school faculty and staff;

5. Keep working bn central office for
support, endorsement and commitment;

6. Get support of the school board and make

them aware of what CE isand does.
el

16. WHAT WERE THE MAJOR CE
PROGRAM DIMENSIONS?

This question was posed-in order to determine if a iiattern in

programming existed& A patterh did emerge, 6he which characterized

community school activites in-all len terminated systems. Based on

both intervjews.and an analysis of available program publipity two

34
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clusters of services and programs surfaced. They are lisxed in Table 2.

Table 2

. Service and Program Offerings

in'Terminated Community Schools

Primary Offerings Secondary Offerings

1. avocational classes for
adults

2. recreation for adults

3. adult education ihr
cluding G.E.D. and A.B.E.

4. college level courses'
,for credit

401'

5. specific skill develop-
, _

ment classes, e.g.
welding

6. pre-school or'day care
programs

7. publicity coordination

8. enrichment activities for
children

9.- children's recreation
programs

1. activities for firlies

2. recreation or,avodational
programs for teen-agers and
young adults

3. senior citizen outreach

4. health care coordination

5. community improvement projects

6. school volunteer programs

7. interagency 'council involve-
ment

8. job training

9. tourism

10. advisory council invOlvement

Table 2 contains primary and secondary offerings in the terminated
community schools. Hundreds of activities have been assembled info the
nineteen categories.'

What energed from this analysis was cohfirmation of the tendencey
for CE toserve mostly.adult populations. Secondly, in the terminated
community schools there appears to have been a greater programmatic
emphasis than a process or service emphasis. Many coordinators felt a
whole lox of process goes into program delielopment. But the bottom line,
according to many, was the ability to document the number of offerings
and,the number of, people who participated. There were no apologies from
many coordinators:
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We tried So serve in ways that were

perceived as major voids. In this community,

there had never been anything for adults.

I know what the CE philosophy says and I

know what the guys at the CE ceneer-have said

about serving all populations. That was a very

difficult Chore.

Adults have more control about how and

when they participae in activitifes. Kids-

have to seek permission.

On the other hand,there were coordinators who reflected on their lack of

success in gaining sought after legitimacy= from school people.

We offered time, energy, people and
even a little money to the principal and

teachers. It seemed they felt we were

somehow intruding.

The school saw ixs role as educating

kids. They didn't see any realistic
contributions we could make to that process.

4*-

Two additional questions guided this inquiry. Responses to both

have been included in the next section. The next'section also contains

the Community School Termination Piofile.
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CONCLUSIONS,,IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This small but intense study has.generated information that should
be helpful to community educators at the local and university center
levels. More terminated community schools need to be studied. More
importantly, those CE programs which have survive& should also be inves-,
tigated. A profile of a suraviving community school should be developed
and compared to the profile of a terminated community school which appears
as Table 3.

Table 3

Community School Termination Profile
,

Variables Critical Factors

1. Leadership a. Properly trained CE coordinators
b. Positive relations with principals

and staff
c. Presence of performance evaluation

for CE coordinators
d. Raspect of school administrators

and board
e. flexibility in work hours

' 2. Training a: Opportunities for staff develop-
,

ment as well as professional
renewal for all CE staff members

b. presence of training for all
untrained CE personnel

c. funds to support training

3. Awareness of CE a. supportive and knowledgeable
power structure

b% understanding principal and faculty
c. central office and board awareness
d. on-going awareness efforts for all

groups and especially new actors.

4. Philosephical.Impact a. a commitment to pursue CE as a
valid educational goal

b. continuous reaffirmation qf that
commitment

c. documentation of successes

S. Policy a. presence of documented suppoit for
CE e.g. a resolution or statement

b. guidelines in a policy manual
c. CE relates to what the school

system actively pursues.

6. Financial Support a. adequate local funding
b. self-supporting activities
c. creativity in new fund generation.

7. C6amunity Involvement a. ,regular program participation
b. attempts to reach severe' clienteles
c. people in school buildings
d. increased facility useage
e. advocacy by community for CE concept

8. Agency Relationships

9. Program Dimensions

40001v

10. Assessment

a. -mutual supportive relationships with
numerous community agencies

a. close ties'to R-12 program
b. serve appropriate clienteles but get

to school 'Children
C. document impact of programs and

services

a. on-going-program evaluation.
b. collect impact data
c. performance evaluations
0. make 'results known
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It is suggested that a commu ty school is more likely to avoid termina-

tion if the ten variables in t e Profile'are characterized by the presence

of many of the related critical factors. The profile reflects both

several of Kelly's (1974) ten variables affecting CE development and the

data presented in the section On Findings.

Three observations were Made regarding terminations and Kelly's

(1974) ten variables. First, the need' for a resolution supporting CE was

not perceived to be as valuable as a continuing reaffirmation of the school's

commitment to.theCE concept. One superintendent put it this way:

If I looked in the files we would
probably find the old resolution. But

what killed CE was that the original
level of commitment was not sustained.
New board members were not asked to buy

in.

Secondly, it did not appear that representative participation in the

operation of the CE program was a dominant factor in terminations. In

fact, many coordinators indicated that while councils were worthwhile

vehicles, the real hard-core operation of the community school program

was largely an in-house administrative task. One former coordinator

remarked:

A

t

I have had both good and bed luck with
councils over the years. My conclusion is

that a good CE coordinator can design and
develop an effective CE program--without an

advisory council.

Finallythe school system encouraging cooperation by other agencies

alone,did not necessarily prevent a terminattion. thool administrators

insisted that they had practiced agency collaboration before the community

sthool program was initiated. Kelly (19.74)'suggested that,one strategy

was to promote the use of school facilities by other agencies. It has

nöliheen uncommon,for,school buildings to have been made available for

use by recreation departments, community groups or civic organizations,

with,coordination by' a school representative.

Interagency relationships of the most potential to commUnity sdhools

are ones which seem to be characterized by a mutually supportive set of,

practides which benefit the clientels of the community school. This

occurs in such a way that, for example, school children:received regular;

direct services, on-site, from a substance abuse center, for instance.

One coordinator found'that nine agencies in an urban setting were willing

to modify their servlce delivery procedures to accommodate a junior high

school. She said:

Having letters of support from all nine
agencies impressed the schoOl board very much,

even'though the CE program was cut out of the

budget.
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Two final quesq)ns were part of the interview schedule. They
have been discussed below i-ather than.in the Findings section.

17. WHAT ADDITIONAL SUPPORT SERVICES MIGHT
HAVE HELPED AVOID THE TERMINATION OF
THE COMMUNITY SCHOOL PROGRAM?

Responses from all role groups confirmed.the factors listed in the
Profile (Table 3). These responses included:

'Neither the centrel.office nor tfie

building staffs were ever supportive of
CE.

Principals could have given a blessing
and a sanction to CE. In this community,
I feel four principals conspired to stop
CE from getting a foothold.

-

A real commitMent with school district..
money hurt us badly., It was never there.

People in the community never galvanized
to really move CE politically.

On the bottom line educators knew they
needed special education, gifted programs
and all ihe things they customarily do.
They knew they did not have to do CE.

16: ARE THERE ANY CURENT PLANS WHICH FOCUS ON
RE-ESTABLISHING A COMMUNITY SCHOOL PROGRAM?

Two school systems were actively trying to reconstitute their CE
programs. Eight indicated they were nat trying. Two superintendents
were sincere but frank:

I would like the program back. We
had the best-outreach in the 4 years of

-my tenure. We'll never get CE with local
money.

Some of the community needs will be
met in new ways but it won't be as
efficient. In,the end these buildings
are still the target-. am not certain
where the money will come from.

Implications By'Each Group'

..."(Sunerintendents)

Two superintendents interviewed.were genuinely committed to CE.
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The others.did not seem concerned. In fact three aamitted that they

were,glad to see the.program fold.

As a.grobp, superintendents are affected continuously by politica

at the internal andexternal levels. One former superintendent said:

It was like'being in the DMZ. 'People

shot at me from all sides.
4

As new members come to A board of education, agendas change including

those that impact a superintendent's effectiveness. Yet, there does not,*

seem to be the perceived need--universally"for an associate superintendent

for community services, who has cabinet rank. This person could be

thesponsible far: public reiations parent and citizen involvement, task

forces, future projections, adult and continuing education, outreach,

facility use,.community relations, coalition building and a host of

other related.functions. Some school districts havelLoved.toward this

notion. Perhaps.to avoid terminations, others will Also.

.(advisory councils)

. .

,A major problem 'confronting many advisory councils is that they

dd not hmte a legitimate sanction. What they decide may affect a small

area or a large city.. But nobody has to accept their decisions.

It was discovered that in several instances local school boards

were not even aware of the existence of the couneils. One strategy

worth trying would 'be to have school board members appoint a counCil,

with some missibwand purpose. The council could serve one school or

all schools. Its work would.be monitored by the community and the board.

Mother red-flag word kept coming up: representativeness. A

great deal of attentiop was directed toward "covering the bases" with

regard to sex, race, age and location. Councils which worked the best

were not alwayi representative. One former council member stated:

You look 'around at all these councils
and boards and it .the same damn people--

the doers. -

(teachers)

Teachers seemed to be the least informed group regarding CE. ,Some

were very vocal in their opposition while.others were supportive because

they could persona,lly relate to a building'coordinator. For ,example, a

CE coordinator with,a flaxible'work schedule organized an 89 member

school volunteer 1:)Ogrim.. bng teacher in that build.ing summarlized the

faculty's,feelings:

4.

We feel 1.4:ke there's some hope here.
The volunteers help in ways we never

imagined. Bill pulled it ail together.
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It was frustrating for teachers to see CE coordinators being'
retained while teachers lost jobs. To'them, adult education was forsome
other agency"to provide. Lastly, teachers did not seem to be close to

-coordinators, especially as professionals. Some of this feeling may
have to do with the mordinator's degree orientation.. In a deeper sense,
though,.the school's role and function fuel this feeling. Teachers have,
become used to teaching young people. Exposure to adult teething

. opportunities could link the teacher closer to the CE coordinator.

Teaching in the CE program made me realize
what those folks are about. I (appreciate how
eager adults are to learn new things. It's a
real change from 8th grad squirrels-.

*
(principals) .

Much has been written about he importance of the principal's
role in CE: Data from this studl supported the need to nurture that role.'
DI special importance was the presencepr absence of a solid, collegial
bond between the principal and the CE coordinator. In stituations where the
interattion of these two key actors was based on trust, respect and unitual
support, there tended to exist more overall faculty support for the community
schoo3? program. One elementary principal recalled, fondly, her former
coordinator.

Sandy became my assistant and confidante.
She mas always professional and warm. With-
out any reminders from me, she handled every
aspect of community contact in this building.
We are still trying to rekindle thoSe efforts.

A factor worth investigating further is the extent,to which surviving
community school programs are characterized by effective professional
working relationships between principals, their faculties and the ,CE
coordinator. The principal is the key individual who has to be concerned
about school improvement and effectiveness. Coordinators could do a
great deal to h lp school staffs achieve these'objectives while still
coordinating a 4omprehensive CE effort.

(CE coordinators)

What was observed as well as heard through interviews about CE
coordinators in this study could easily have become the contents of
several study reports. Therefore, summarizing these observations was
difficult.

To minimize terminations fn the future CE coordinators might consider
concentrating their efforts on two major fronts. First, to make an
impact at the school building level, CE coordinators aiw going to have
to become reccignized and accepted as A valuable, contributing member of
the staff and faculty.' Support for this recognition must come from
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educational professionals and the school board. Role6 for CE coordinators

should evOlve in a way that.makes these unique professionals mesh more

intricately with the school's business-educating children and youth..

Around this core an outreach .program and numerous activities for all

age groups can be added.

Secondly, CE coordinators have not exhausted the adtvantages of being

politically active. Warden (1980) underscored the necessity for political

action by commtinity educators:

With the present focus within the field
of'community education upon "process," it is

of utmost importance that we begin to engage

in such a discussion. For if community

education is to continue to be viewed and
-promoted with a process orientation, then
politics and political action will remain
the fundamental business of commmity
educators--not so much politics,in a
negative sense, but politics in a positive

framework of working with'people toward the

development of collaboration and interdependence.

(p. 10)

In terminated community school systems there was a noticeable absenCe

of any organized attempt to put together active coalitions of either

community people or professional educators who could marshall the continuous

support necessary to sustain CE. In the future CE coordinators would

be well-advised to increase their coalition-building capabilities.



SUMMARY

This stildy wassnot designed to be massive in scope. Instead, it
zeroed in on places where community school programs had operated for
at least 3 to 10 years and were subsequently terminated. No attempt
whatever was made to look.into cc:immunities where other models (non-
community schools) for CE prdgrams mayhave dominated.

A profile of a terminated community school programs has been
assebbled. It represents only those school systems from which data were
.collected for,this study. To verify its validity further, more terminations
should be studied. But more importantly, surviving community schools should
be studied as comprehensively as the terminted schools were.

Hopefully,cdmmunity, educators will be able to plan future develop-..i
mental efforts by at least, in part, examining what was learned-by- -2
conducting tbis study. Ultimately, the survival of CEjmay have a lot
to do 4th whether or not community educators continue to wed themselves
to the 'tbmmunity school concept as the vehicle by which to pertuate CE.
If pubilt schools remain under the financial, political and administrative
pressutAs of the past five years, it willsbe a rocky road for cemmunity
educators unless they use these'conditions productively, in a manner which
will diminish terminations and increase expansion.
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